
               A SHORT HISTORY OF HOW WIKIPEDIA HAS BEEN REJECTED 

 

             Wikipedia has always tried in vain to project itself as a legitimate vehicle of learning 

but it is well known that it indulges in sordid distortions and attacks on scholars, so it has been 

rejected overwhelmingly when this occurs. No one should donate to Wikipedia, indeed it 

should come under Parliamentary and Congressional enquiry. It is severely allergic to the 

work of my colleagues and myself, which it has distorted it out of all recognition, while not 

allowing the right of reply. The ECE theory is now so famous in the world of scoence that 

Wilipedia is regarded with anger and outright contempt. Its only effect now is to direct its few 

readers towards www.aias.us, where I can see them begin to study the site. This alone is 

enough reason not to cite it as a scholarly vehicle. Most good universities do not allow their 

students to cite Wikipedia in examinations, or in research.  When it comes to the work of my 

colleagues at AIAS /UPITEC and myself, a small group of technically incompetent and deeply 

vindictive people tried to take it over and to use it purely as a destroyer of reputation. The 

credibility and credentials of these people are examined first. As usual with Wikipedia they 

hide behind anonymity and call themselves moderators.         

             The first one is Akhlesh Lakhtakia, (“Science Guy” on Wikipedia). The first 

Wikipedia article on my work was posted by a person unknown and mutilated by Lakhtakia, 

who has a long history of personal animosity towards myself. This fact alone disqualifies him 

as a moderator because he is 100% biased from the outset. He first approached me when I was 

at Cornell Theory Center, but became deeply hostile when I proposed the B(3) field at Cornell 

in November 1991. On one occasion I was told I would be buried for B(3). Instead it was 

nominated several times for a Nobel Prize. These personal threats took place in the early 

nineties, whether they were death threats or uncontrollable rage is anyone‟s guess. In my 

personal experience Lakhtakia was deeply hostile to Britain and the United States.  He  issued 

a statement denouncing the Black Friday massacre of the innocent by Muslim terrorists, but 

that is not very convincing.  Lakhtakia followed up with hostile papers in Physica B and 

Foundations of Physics Letters which appeared entirely without my knowledge. I replied to 

them in van der Merwe‟s eminent “Foundations of Physics Letters”. He just wrote some 

nonsense about B(3) being ghastly. This is not a scientific comment. In those days there was 

no Wikipedia, and no one missed it. As soon as someone wrote an article about my work and 

myself on Wikipedia, it was ripped apart by Lakhtakia, who had managed to become a 

moderator. With moderators like that who needs the rack and irons? Later on he was caught 

sending ethnic hate mail against the People of Wales by our feedback software and reported to 

the Penn State police for hate crime. A series of ugly minded e mails began arriving here with 

pseudonyms. They contained ethnic hate crime directed against the People of Wales. I am 

descended from the Princes of Wales and the Norman aristocracy, and defend the People of 

Wales as is my duty. In Wales we are very familiar with this type of ugly assault on our 

ancient language and culture. Another outbreak of it has just been reported in “The Guardian”, 

apparently up to Prime Ministerial level. If this is true the London Government could be 

censured by the United Nations for ethnic hate crime and fined in an International Court. The 

People of Wales should receive billions in compensation. We traced these empty minded e 

mails to within a few hundred yards of the Department of Mechanical Engineeing, Penn State 

University at University Park. This is Lakhtakia‟s workplace  Soon after, “Science Guy” 

disappeared from Wikipedia. This gives an idea of the impeccable fairness of mind and 

enlightened scholarship of this so called encyclopedia, in reality a propaganda outlet for 

pseudoscience, the failed standard model of physics. No so called moderator or professor who 
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is a crude ethnic bigot can have any credentials in science or society.         

            Wikipedia made a series of sordid personal attacks on my work and myself almost 

immediately after I was appointed Civil List Pensioner in 2005, directly by the Head of State, 

my distant cousin Elizabeth II., Prime Minister and Parliament. Wikipedia didn‟t like this at 

all, it was not supposed to happen. The cyberstalker and fraudster Gerard Bruhn e mailed 

everyone with nonsense mathematics in an attempt to deceive them into thinking that Cartan 

geometry is somehow “wrong”. ECE theory is based exactly and directly on universally 

accepted Cartan geometry. I use the same Cartan geometry as everyone else. This nonsense or 

magic mathematics by Bruhn was rebutted many times on www.aias.us .  Bruhn, Lakhtakia 

and co conspirators began to severely harass Prof. Alwyn van der Merwe and eventually 

destroyed his eminent journals, “Foundations of Physics” and “Foundations of Physics 

Letters”. These are criminal offences on which there is no statute of limitation. They could 

still be subject to police investigation therefore. I am enraged at them to the present day. Why 

should hostile and unscientific nonentities be allowed to destroy leading journals? Why should 

Jo McCarthy be allowed to destroy innocent people? It is the same thing exactly. Exposing 

Bruhn to be a fraudster is very easy, I use the same mathematics as everyone else, and no one 

else is attacked. These are the hundred year old mathematics of Cartan geometry. There is 

nothing wrong with them, and my work is based directly on them. There is nothing wrong 

with my use of them, I have proven them many times over in the UFT series. All the proofs 

are rigorously correct, having been subjected to the scrutiny of tens of millions of able readers 

for fifteen years. Similarly all of Carroll‟s work in his chapter three is rigorously correct, 

Carroll‟s work and my work are identical when it comes to geometry.  Bruhn was afraid of 

attacking Carroll. It does not take a genius therefore to see that Bruhn was attacking me, not 

the mathematics. It was the archetypical witch hunt. Bruhn suddenly disappeared and stopped 

harassing in about 2008, leaving behind a trail of crass rubbish on the internet. His h index is 

difficult to find with an electron microscope. From Google Scholar it is h = 4 in seven 

publications. This is hardly enough for a doctorate, and he has a total of about 39 citations. He 

was born in 1940, so in 78 years has been cited 39 times, mostly by co conspirators. This 

compares with my h index of 50, g index of 100, about fourteen or fifteen thousand citations 

and a world record number of publications. There are tens of millions of consultations of my 

work, without any objection. Nearly all of Bruhn‟s papers are attacks on Cartan geometry, so 

are attacks on a well established, one hundred year old geometry. All of his magic remarks 

have been rebutted many times on www.aias.us. His co authors include Lakhtakia, Rodrigues 

and Jadczyk. Later Rodrigues quarreled spectacularly with Jadczyk and Bruhn disappeared 

suddenly and completely in 2008. Apparently he took up music. He is tone deaf in 

mathematics so what kind of music is he producing? The victims of his ugly harassment 

included Buckingham Palace staff and the Welsh Assembly, and he persistently harassed my 

colleagues after being asked many times not to do so. He persistently harassed Alwyn van der 

Merwe and Strauss, the Editor of Sci Topics for Elsevier, which had tipped me for a Nobel 

Prize.  He harassed Bo Lehnert, who nominated me for a Nobel Prize. So he committed clear 

criminal offences, harassment and malicious misrepresentation, and the tort of defamation, 

with which Wikipedia is complicit. He was not allowed to e mail Elizabeth II but may have 

got through to the Devil himself and burnt his chips. This was an early example of what has 

now developed into systematic hate group harassment of innocent people, law and order on 

the internet has disintegrated. However none of these harassing activities have any effect on 

the genuine scholarship. The readership of my work and that of AIAS / UPITEC remains 

enormous, defies hyperbole in every country and territory of the world, and will continue to do 
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so indefinitely.    

             It takes a little technical ability to understand my rebuttals of Bruhn, but there are 

thousands of professionals and students who have this ability, they include Sean Carroll, Horst 

Eckardt, Douglas Lindstrom, Diego Rapaport, essentially all the colleagues at AIAS / UPITEC 

and all students of Cartan geometry. They have unanimously accepted my rebuttals because 

they continue to study our work by the millions. Google Scholar shows that Bruhn has been 

ignored almost completely.  Carroll for example lectured to a graduate class at Harvard and 

used the notes to write “Spacetime and Geometry: an Introduction to Special Relativity” 

(available free online). Carroll described ECE as a plausible theory in a note to Prof John B. 

Hart, who refereed the nomination for my Civil List Pension by The Royal Society of 

Chemistry. Rapaport, an expert in Cartan geometry, described its hypotheses as being 

brilliantly economical.  Cartan geometry is described in Carroll‟s chapter three, and I greatly 

amplify and extend his proofs in the UFT series.  Bruhn relied on his Napoleonic assumption 

that people could not see through his machinations. I give two technical examples out of many 

as follows. My rebuttals of Bruhn are collected in UFT89.  

 

1) Bruhn‟s deliberate falsification of the B Cyclic Theorem as not being Lorentz covariant is 

easily rebutted by pointing out the fact that the B Cyclic Theorem is the frame of reference 

itself. The frame is covariant under the rotational Lorentz transform, and each component of 

the frame of reference is Lorentz covariant.   

2) Bruhn‟s attacks on work that led to UFT88 have boomeranged spectacularly, because this is 

the by now famous refutation of the second Bianchi identity upon which the Einstein field 

equation of 1915 as based directly. UFT88 has been read in several hundred of the world‟s 

best universities without any criticism at all. In 1902, when Bianchi inferred it, torsion was 

unknown, and when the 1902 second Bianchi identity is corrected for torsion it becomes the 

Jacobi Cartan Evans identity of UFT313. This is completely different from the 1902 identity, 

meaning that the Einstein field equation is completely wrong.  

                       

             Following these assaults on Cartan geometry, there has been a counter attack that 

effectively destroyed Wikipedia‟s credibility vis a vis ECE theory entirely and permanently, 

and severely damaged Wikipedia in general. The disgraceful distortion of my biography was 

removed after a long and brutal fight, the rumble in the internet jungle. I remember talking 

about this by phone to a moderator, who became enraged with anger at my critical remarks. 

Wikipedia is run by paranoid and microscopic nonentities who hide behind anonymity. When 

they can be traced and talked to directly they cannot stand up to scholarship. Similarly, when I 

confronted Lakhtakia by phone he slammed down the receiver and ran. They are very similar 

to Nixon‟s plumbers or burglars. Nixon was a criminal who happened to be President of the 

United States. The wiki article on ECE theory rolled out the magic mathematics by Bruhn. I 

was not allowed to reply. All the time this was happening, the true Cartan geometry continued 

to be taught in real universities, and not a plumber‟s rag. The wiki gang was joined by the 

unstable and abusive Rodrigues, and by a nonentity called „t Hooft who was appointed to 

purge new thought. The magic mathematics of Rodrigues appear only in journals he controls, 

they have not replaced the genuine mathematics of Cartan, used for example by Sean Carroll 

and myself. This incredibly sordid episode shows how mathematics can become so abstract as 

to be useless and incomprehensible, so in my own work I take the opposite course and 

simplify them as much as I can. There are many clear proofs of Cartan geometry on 

www.aias.us, consulted by millions without criticism.  No one uses the magic mathematics of 
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Bruhn and Rodrigues.  

               In about 2005 the scientifically famous Evans Eckardt dialogue was started. 

Sometimes we are joined by the competent and efficient staff members of AIAS / UPITEC. 

The dialogue involves hundreds of checks, and computer algebra is used whenever possible. 

Wikipedia, the plumber‟s rag, has failed to record any aspect of this internationally famous 

dialogue. There are now seven hundred or so papers and books on ECE and offshoot theories, 

in English and classical Spanish (Castilian). All of this material is consulted constantly in all 

the countries and territories of the world, and at all the best universities, institutes and similar. 

None of the rubbishy distortions by Wikipedia are used by anyone, for the simple reason that 

the magic mathematics by Bruhn and Rodrigues do not work. I found this out myself when 

going through the fraud by Bruhn line by line and comparing it in all deatil with the genuine 

mathematics of Carroll. Horst Eckardt and Douglas Lindstrom can also unravel Bruhn line by 

line. So could Sean Carroll. Diego Rapaport or any student in any good university. 

Reproducible and repeatable circuits have been constructed using the Baconian methods of 

natural philosophy and explained precisely with ECE in a rigorously Baconian manner. This is 

Baconian science, real science with the minimum number of loose parameters.  The standard 

model has been riddled with hundreds of refutations and has become pseudoscience. They are 

not able to reply to our exposure of their work as pseudoscience. There is nothing left of the 

standard model physics except the burnt out detritus of outright fraud, and only a few aspects 

remain intact.    

 

               The microscopic readership of the plumber‟s rag soon smelled bad fish, like an 

unlocked door at Watergate, and threw up over their kippers and keyboards. In the same way 

that public rage at McCarthy and Nixon became overwhelming, the disgust at Wikipedia‟s 

sordid attacks on innocent and eminent scholars and their families reached the point when it 

received very few consultations. I can see this from my referrals feedback data, which I have 

monitored daily for fifteen years. We get millions of referrals, those from wikipedia became 

ossified, or stopped increasing, about a decade ago. In desperation wikipedia has resorted to 

branding us wildly as pseudoscientists, using knee jerk logic in anonymity. It should consult a 

shaving mirror like Nixon, who always looked as if he was about to be found out, hiding 

among a ton of rotting expletives in the alley of a thousand dustbins. There has been a huge 

backlash against the standard model on sites such as www.wiki.naturalphilosophy.com, listing 

hundreds of books and tens of thousands of pages which refute the standard model and which 

reduce wikipedia to yesterday‟s melted snow.   

            In the course of these developments the ECE theory has been checked more often than 

any theory in history, its mathematics are always worked out with computer algebra. Many of 

its proofs are self checking, for example the proof the Cartan identity and many other 

examples. With seven hundred papers and books to date, the ECE theory is one of the most 

intricate intellectual accomplishments in the history of thought. The establishment and 

publishing methods of standard physics have been rejected in favour of a fast moving and 

accurate method of publication. The self appointed censors, the yellow eyed big brothers of 

physics, are simply ignored. For example‟ „t Hooft‟s monomaniacal attempt to rip up the 

world famous articles of ECE has been subjected to international derision, the articles by now 

are all classics, read tens of thousands of times each. So what are „t Hooft‟s impartiality and 

technical competence worth now?  

             One can stop armies, but not the march of ideas (Victor Hugo).  
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